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one of the most demonized forms of satanism is called “dark satanic ritual”. it is a kind of satanic ritual that is performed in order to sacrifice a slave to the devil. the participants may often dress up in ceremonial clothing and dance as if they are taking part in a masonic ceremony. in this case, the ritual centers around the sacrifice of a human being. the sacrifice is usually a woman and she may be anything from a witch to a street prostitute. in order to carry out such
a ritual, the group assembles at a chosen location. they bring with them a black altar cloth. on the altar cloth are the various symbols of occultism (the pentagram, the pentacles and the so-called “charms”). they place this in front of them. a “victim” is brought into the room. she is bound to the altar. she may be a street prostitute or simply a victim of an ordinary accident. the victim may even be a woman who has fallen into prostitution. the ritual begins by having the
devotees make a series of gestures. the group starts to revile the girl. the ritual leader prays to the spirits of darkness. he calls upon satan, before the altar cloth is even lifted up. the pentagram is lifted up and the other items are placed in front of the victim. the ritual leader then starts the black mass by calling for the blood of the victim, which is placed onto a “black candle”. the candles are blown out and heated up. the master of the ritual chants to the devil, using

gestures to indicate what he says. by the end of the ritual, the leader of the dark satanic ritual will be in a state of possession. he will have been possessed by the devil. he will be unable to resist the devil. satan will be able to control his body. the devotees in the circle have been in touch with the devil during the ritual (they are speaking to the devil and giving him information and commands).
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